
 

We use literature to help make sense of the world around us, to see ourselves in 

characters and to learn about the ways that people interact. By entering the world 

of a book, we learn to use our imaginations and see how others use theirs. We       

develop skills and understanding of English as a language as we respond to     

literature in creative and powerful ways and compose texts that have been    

modelled on writing that inspires us. Reading is important because words, spoken 

and written,  are the building blocks of life. As such, we encourage the students to 

read regularly to establish positive habits that will last them a lifetime. Parents 

can help by: 

 modelling habitual reading 

 sharing the reading experience. Being read to is just as important as    

reading independently 

 setting aside 20 minutes a day for quiet reading 

 reminding your child to record their reading on a daily basis in their diary 

The Land of Stories by 

Chris Colfer is an exciting 

and wondrous series of 

novels that follows twins     

Connor and Alex on their 

adventures in The Land of  

Stories.  

 
 

Twice the treehouse, 

twice the fun? You bet. 

Griffiths and Denton    

follow the uproarious The 

13-Story Treehouse with 

another cartoon-laden 

carnival of slapstick and 

self-referential humour, 

this time, with pirates.  

ourselves in characters and 
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Dates  for  the  
Diary:  

 Primary Leadership 
Assembly                
24 February 

 Jacaranda Mufti Day                        
1 March 

 Parent Teacher    
Interviews                   
6 - 17 March 

 Cross Country              
16 March 

 Primary Athletics  
Carnival                  
30 March 
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Reading Recommendations 

We have seven new students  

joining Year 4 in 2017.  

Welcome Michael Pearce (4M), 

Ellen McCartney (4Y), Liam 

Walsh (4Y), Tong Ng (4K), Dylan 

Clarke (4K), Ruishuang Fu (4O) 

and Samuel Stapleton (4O) 



Live, Baby, Live  

In this inquiry, students have begun to appreciate that Science involves making 

observations and predictions to describe patterns and relationships. They are 

tracking the life-cycle of a meal worm and recording their scientific observations 

using a range of methods. They will also explore how environmental factors     

impact on the growth and survival of living things and identify questions that can 

be investigated scientifically. 

Students have created ‘optimum’ habitats for their mealworms and hope to see 

their worm change and develop throughout the term.  

 

Leadership in Year 4  

P a g e  2  V o l u m e  1 ,  I s s u e  2  

Congratulations to all of the students in Year 4 who nominated themselves 
for leadership roles in the Student Representative Council and                  
Environmental Committee. This year, the students will have the opportunity 
to work with Ms Emma Knight and Ms Lynda Lemmon on the SRC and      
Ms Kerstin Grevis-James, Ms Margaret Fitzpatrick and Ms Stephanie Sykes 
on the Environmental Committee. We look forward to their contributions.  
 
Student Representative Council 
 
4O    Sophia Wallace and Annabel Spencer 
4M    Abigail Robinson and Rupert Manifold 
4Y    Tristan Wong and Kylie Roberts 
4K    Sarah Broderick and Liam Clowry 
 
Environmental Committee  
 
4O   Benji Miles and Georgia Barnes 
4M   William Rowe and Remi Apostolopoulos 
4Y   Domenico Cocco and Samantha Brnadic 
4K   Jessica Phillips and Finley McRae 

Year 4 have started using their Instagram accounts to 
showcase the learning taking place in their respective 
classrooms. There are many parents following the class 
accounts and we hope to get more over the next few days. 
Please let us know if you have any issues setting up an  
account.  

 
4K:  missknight2017 
4M: 4m_2017 
4O: year4o2017 
4Y: 4y_aishk 

Instagram  

A goal 

without 

a plan 

is just 

a wish. 

Anon 


